EXTERIOR LIGHTING IMPROVEMENTS

Before Improvements

After Improvements

Annandale Campus Parking Lot

LED Lighting Benefits


Improve security



Generate less heat



Use less energy



Require less maintenance



Reduce light pollution

NOVA Facilities is in the process of upgrading all lighting to
more energy efficient light emitting diode (LED) bulbs. The
objective for the exterior light improvements are to reduce
lighting energy costs, reduce maintenance and personnel
requirements, and improve safety and security.
The pictures above show the improvements at the
Annandale parking lot. The new lights eliminated several
chronically under-illuminated parking areas and provide
improved safety for students leaving campus at night.
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Facilities reviewed a range of LED products
and configurations for attributes including
safety, light quality, energy efficiency,
operational features and benefits, initial cost,
long term maintenance requirements, and
warranty terms. Simultaneously, underilluminated outdoor areas were addressed
first, and the Police were consulted to ensure
the new lighting did not impact the security
cameras.

At the Annandale parking lots and central
campus plaza sidewalks, 95% of the lights
were converted to high color-rendering index
(CRI) LEDs. High CRI lighting is important to
law enforcement because it improves color
distinction when viewing security camera
video.

Woodbridge Arts and Science (WAS) building

At the Alexandria campus, LED lighting was
installed in the Dawes Garage, saving
Commonwealth taxpayers thousands of dollars
annually. Additional exterior improvements are
planned for the Beauregard garage, parking lots
and sidewalks, and Schlesinger Hall’s exterior
bollards.
At the Manassas campus, NOVA Police approached
Facilities to address safety concerns along the
wooded and shaded paths. This provided Facilities
the opportunity to also address maintenance and
safety concerns with the existing bollards.
Projects are underway to improve the lighting in
parking lots and other outdoor spaces at Manassas,
Loudoun, Woodbridge, and the Medical Education
Campuses. All of these projects simultaneously
accomplish multiple objectives that benefit the
College – improved customer safety and visibility,
reduced electricity use and cost, and reduced longterm maintenance and material costs and
requirements.

Manassas Campus
After Improvements

For more information, contact: Miles Smith, msmith@nvcc.edu
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